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THE HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSE IS A HISTORY  of  

EXPANSION and COOLING DOWN 

  

 THE   EXPANSION  OF  THE  UNIVERSE  IS  THE  MOST  

POWERFUL  REFRIGERATOR  
 

INFLATION PRODUCES THE MOST POWERFUL STRETCHING OF LENGTHS 

  

THE EVOLUTION OF THE UNIVERSE IS FROM QUANTUM  

TO  SEMICLASSICAL  TO CLASSICAL 
  

From  Very Quantum (Quantum Gravity) state  to Semiclassical Gravity 

(Inflation) stage (Accelerated Expansion) to Classical Radiation dominated Era 

followed by Matter dominated Era (Deccelerated expansion) to Today Era (again 

Accelerated Expansion) 
  

 THE EXPANSION CLASSICALIZES THE  UNIVERSE 
  

THE EXPANSION OF THE UNIVERSE  IS THE MOST 

POWERFUL QUANTUM DECOHERENCE   MECHANISM 

 







ATOMS, the building blocks of stars and planets:  

represent  only the  4.6%  

 

DARK MATTER comprises 23.4 % of the universe.  

This matter, different from atoms, does not emit or absorb 

light.  It has only been detected indirectly by its gravity.  

 

72% of the Universe, is composed of DARK ENERGY 

that acts as a sort of an anti-gravity.  

This energy, distinct from dark matter, is responsible for 

the present-day acceleration of the universal expansion, 

compatible with cosmological constant  

CONTENT OF THE UNIVERSE  













The Fossil Cosmic Microwave  background 

and  the Primordial  Gravitons 















LOWER BOUND on r 

   THE PRIMORDIAL  GRAVITONS 

Our theory input (Effective Theory Inflation) in the 

MCMC data analysis of WMAP5+LSS+SN data).  

C. Destri, H J de Vega, N G Sanchez, Phys Rev D77, 

043509 (2008) shows: 

 

Besides the upper bound for r (tensor to scalar 

ratio) r < 0.22, we find a clear peak in the r 

distribution and we obtain a lower bound  

                            r > 0.023  at  95% CL   and  

                         r > 0.046   at  68% CL. 

Moreover,we find r = 0.051  the most probable value 
 

For the other cosmological parameters, both analysis agree.  

 





  

Two key observable numbers : 

associated to the primordial density and 

primordial gravitons :  
 

ns = 0.9608 ,   r 

 
PREDICTIONS 

r < 0.053 

r > 0.021 

0.021  <    r   <  0.053 

Most probable value: r ~ 0.051 

 



    THE  PRIMORDIAL  COSMIC BANANA 

The tensor to scalar ratio r (primordial gravitons) versus the  
scalar spectral index n_s. The amount of r is always non zero 
H.J. de Vega, C. Destri, N.G. Sanchez, Annals Phys 326, 578(2011) 









 

 
 

 

From  WMAP9 to Planck 
Understanding the direction in which data are pointing: 

• PREDICTIONS for Planck 

  

• Standard Model of the Universe 

• Standard Single field Inflation 

• NO RUNNING of the Primordial Spectral Index 

• NO Primordial NON GAUSSIANITY 

• Neff neutrinos : --> Besides meV active neutrinos:  

• 1 or 2 sterile neutrinos 

• Would opens the sterile neutrino Family:  

• keV sterile neutrino –WDM- 





THE  ENERGY SCALE OF INFLATION IS THE  

  

THE SCALE OF GRAVITY  IN ITS SEMICLASSICAL 

REGIME 

  

(OR THE SEMICLASSICAL GRAVITY 

TEMPERATURE ) 

  

(EQUIVALENT TO THE HAWKING TEMPERATURE) 

  

The CMB allows to observe it  

(while is not possible to observe for Black Holes) 
  

  



BLACK  HOLE  EVAPORATION  DOES THE 

INVERSE EVOLUTION : 

BLACK HOLE  EVAPORATION  GOES FROM  

CLASSICAL/SEMICLASSICAL STAGE TO A 

QUANTUM (QUANTUM GRAVITY) STATE,  

 

Through this evolution, the Black Hole  temperature goes 

from the semiclassical gravity temperature (Hawking 

Temperature) to the usual temperature (the mass) and  

the quantum  gravity temperature (the Planck 

temperature).  

Conceptual unification of quantum black holes, 

elementary particles and quantum states  



Cosmological evolution goes from a quantum gravity 

phase to a semi-classical phase (inflation) and then 

to the classical (present cosmological) phase. 

 

Black Hole Evaporation (BH hole decay rate), heavy 

particles and extended quantum  decay rates; black 

hole evaporation ends as quantum extended decay 

into pure (non mixed) non thermal radiation. 

 

The Hawking temperature, elementary particle and 

Hagedorn (string) temperatures are the same 

concept in different gravity regimes (classical, 

semiclassical, quantum) and turn out to be the 

precise classical-quantum duals of each other. 

 

.  

 

CONCEPTUAL UNIFICATION 



















Dark matter is the dominant component of Galaxies 

and is an essential ingredient to understand Galaxy 

properties and Galaxy formation 
 

Dark matter and Galaxy Formation must be treated 

in an cosmological context 

The nature (the type) of Dark Matter and the 

cosmological model need to be explicitated when 

discussing galaxies and galaxy formation 

All the building of galaxy formation depends on  

the nature of Dark Matter 

Basement- ground zero of Galaxy Formation  



de Vega Sanchez – Theory Approach 

  to Galaxy Structure 
FERMIONIC QUANTUM WDM and GRAVITATION DETERMINE 

THE OBSERVED PHYSICAL GALAXY STRUCTURE 

  

-> Dark matter (DM): main component of galaxies.  

Quantum mechanics: cornerstone of physics from 

microscopic to macroscopic systems: quantum liquids He3, 

white dwarf stars, neutron stars. NOT Exotic Physics.  

 

-> Quantum mechanics also responsible of galaxy structures 

at the kpc scales and below: near the galaxy center, below 10 

- 100 pc, the  DM quantum effects important for warm DM 

(WDM), that is for DM particles with masses in  the keV scale. 

DdVS (New Astronomy 2013)  

dVS PRD 2013, dVSS MNRAS 2014, dVS IJMPA  2016 

->Approach to galaxy structure with results in remarkable 

agreement with observations:  

 

 



WDM THEORY OF GALAXIES  

REPRODUCES THE OBSERVED GALAXY STRUCTURES  

Gravity and Quantum Mechanics meet  together in Galaxies  

 

de Vega, Salucci, Sanchez  MNRS 2014 reproduced the main observed 

properties of galaxies of  all  types, masses and sizes, as the rotation curves, 

density profiles, phase space density, and scaling relations between the galaxy 

masses, sizes and velocities, with a  physical theory to galaxy structure which 

captures the essential ingredients of  galaxies: dark matter and gravity.   

 

Newton, Fermi and Dirac, meet together in Galaxies  

through Warm Dark Matter  
 

This  new  framework requires  dark matter particles to be fermionic with mass in 

the scale of thousands electron Volts (keV "warm dark matter") and described by 

their quantum mechanical properties, as their quantum pressure resulting from the 

combination of the Pauli exclusion principle and the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.  

Compact dwarf galaxies are thus near the Fermi gas degenerate regime, while large 

dilute galaxies are in the classical gas Boltzmann regime.  

 
This approach corresponds to the Schrödinger equation  in the large number of 

particles regime  and is for galaxies the analogue of the Thomas-Fermi approach 

for atoms, with gravitation  instead  of the electric potential. 



Newton, Fermi and Dirac, meet together in Galaxies  

through  keV  Warm Dark Matter  
Rotation curves (left panel): The theoretical curves for 10 different 
galaxy masses all fall one into each other providing an Universal 
Rotation Curve (URC) which remarkably coincides with the 
observed universal curve (displayed in red) . Small deviations show 
up only  at distances outside  twice the halo radius. 

  
The right panel shows the density profiles for the 10  galaxy 
masses: All fall into the same and universal density profile which 
reproduces the observed universal density profile and its size (in 
red). Interestingly enough, small deviations show up  for compact 

dwarf galaxies as a manifestation of the quantum macroscopic 

effects predicted in these galaxies, and which can be further tested 

by next observations. (Examples of other quantum macroscopic 

objects in nature are dwarf stars, neutron stars and the liquid 

Helium 3).  
 



Universal rotation curves and Universal density 

profiles: The same for all galaxies 
The theoretically obtained galaxy rotation curves and  density profiles reproduce extremely 

well the observational curves from ten different and independent sets of data for galaxy  

 

masses from 5 × 10
9

 solar masses  untill 5 × 10
11

 solar masses.  
 

Remarkably enough, the normalized theoretical circular velocities and density profiles are 

universal (URC): they are the same for all galaxies of different types, sizes and masses, and 

they agree extremely well with the observational curves described by cored profiles (flat 

smooth profiles at the center)  and their sizes.   

Interestingly enough, small deviations from the exact  scaling relations show up  for 

compact dwarf  galaxies as a manifestation of the quantum macroscopic effects present in 

these  galaxies.                          

Robust Results  
Results of this work are independent of any particular warm dark matter particle physics 

model, they only follow from the self-gravitation of the warm dark matter particles and their  

fermionic nature. These important results show the ability of  this approach to describe the 

galaxy structures. They also show that  baryonic corrections are not very important to warm 

dark matter, consistent with the fact that dark matter is in average at least six times more 

abundant than baryons.  The fraction of  dark matter over the total mass of galaxies goes 

from the 95% for large dilute galaxies till 99.99% for dwarf compact galaxies. The baryon 

fraction in large galaxies can only reach values up to 5 %.                               

Reference:  
H.J. de Vega; P. Salucci; N. G.Sanchez MNRAS 442 (2): 2717-2727  (2014) 



        
SMBH 

     WDM Thomas-Fermi Galaxy Theory with  SMBH 

                       

                    de Vega & Sanchez,  2017 
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LWDM  agrees with CMB + LSS + SSS (GALAXIES) 

The Standard Model of the Universe is LWDM = 

{GR, Newtonian Gravity, Field Theory, QFT} 

 

Sentences like « CMB confirms the LCDM model … » 

Must be completed by adding: « in the large scales” »  

and must be updated with the sentence:  

CMB confirms the LWDM model in large scales 
 

NEW:  Gravity and Quantum Mechanics in Galaxies. Newton,  

Fermi and Dirac meet together in Galaxies because of  keV WDM 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

UPDATE and CLARIFICATIONS 
 

LCDM  agrees with CMB + LSS  BUT  
LCDM DOES NOT agree with SSS (GALAXIES) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DARK  MATTER  UPDATE 

• THERE  IS  NO  CUSP/CORE problem: 

• Observed Galaxy profiles are cored. 

• WDM Galaxy density profiles are cored 

 

• THERE  IS  NO  satellite problem 

• WDM abundance of structures agrees with 

observations 

• In addition, these are not fundamental  problems. 

NO DM WIMPS,       NO DM annhilation,  

NO DM axions.                          NO DM bosons 

 

 

 



LWDM Cosmology 
(I) The Standard Model of the Universe Includes Inflation 

 

(II) THE NATURE OF DARK MATTER IN GALAXIES 

from Theory and Observations: Warm (keV scale) DM 

  

(III) NEW: THE ESSENTIAL ROLE OF QUANTUM 

PHYSICS IN WDM GALAXIES: 

Semiclassical framework: Analytical  Results  

and Numerical (including analytical) Results 

Observed Galaxy cores and structures  from Fermionic 

WDM and more results.   

(IV) NEW: The generic Galaxy types and  properties from 

a same physical framework: From quantum (compact, 

dwarfs) to classical (dilute, large) galaxies.  Equation of 

state. Generalized Eddington approach to galaxies 

(V) The case for the keV sterile neutrino  

 



 

(i) Dwarf galaxies  are quantum macroscopic objects  for  

WDM supported against gravity by the WDM fermion 

pressure 

 

(ii) Theoretical analytic framework  based on Thomas-Fermi 

approach determine galaxy structure  

from the most compact dwarf galaxies to the largest dilute 

galaxies (spirals, ellipticals).  

 

The obtained galaxy mass, halo radius, phase-space density, 

velocity dispersion, are fully consistent with observations.  

 

(iii) Interestingly enough, a minimal galaxy mass and minimal 

velocity dispersion  are found for DM dominated objects, 

which in turn imply an universal minimal mass 

m_min = 1.9 keV for the WDM particle.  



- OBSERVED GALAXY CORES  vs  CDM CUSPS and  WDM CORES-  

 

• Well established sets of astronomical observations show that the DM galaxy 
density profiles are cored, that is, profiles which are flat at the center.  

     

     On the contrary, N-body CDM simulations  exhibit cusped density profiles, 
with a typical 1/r cusped behaviour near the galaxy center r = 0.  

    

    Classical  Physics N-body WDM simulations exhibit cores but with sizes much 
smaller than the observed cores.  

    We have recently developped a new approach to this problem thanks to 
Quantum  Mechanics. 

 

• Fermions always provide a non vanishing pressure of quantum nature due to 
the combined action of the Pauli exclusion principle and Heisenberg 
uncertainty principle.  

 

• Quantum effects for WDM fermions rule out the presence of galaxy cusps for 
WDM and enlarge the classical core sizes because their repulsive and non-local 
nature extend well beyond the small pc scales.  

• Smoothing the density profile at the central regions has an effect on the whole 
galaxy halo.  



 

 

 

 

THE  MINIMAL  GALAXY  MASS 

A minimal galaxy mass and minimal velocity dispersion are 

found.   

 

This in turn implies a minimal mass m_min =1.91 keV for the 

WDM particle.  

 

This minimal WDM mass is a universal value, independent of 

the WDM particle physics model because only relies on the 

degenerate quantum fermion state, which is universal 

whatever is the non-degenerate regime.  

 

These results and the observed halo radius and mass of the 

compact galaxies also provide further indication that the 

WDM particle mass m is approximately around  2 keV.  

 

More precise data will make this estimation more precise.  

 

 

 

 





 WARM DARK MATTER REPRODUCE  

 

OBSERVED GALAXY DENSITIES  

AND VELOCITY DISPERSIONS 

 

OBSERVED GALAXY  

CORED DENSITY PROFILES 

 

->OBSERVED SURFACE DENSITY VALUES OF  

DARK MATTER DOMINATED GALAXIES 

 

SOLVES the OVERABUNDANCE (“satellite) 

PROBLEM and the CUSPS vs CORES Problem 
 





• WDM OVERALL CONCLUSION 

• To conclude,  we find it is highly remarkable that in the 

context of warm dark matter, the quantum description 

provided by this semiclassical framework, (quantum 

WDM and classical gravitation), is able to reproduce 

such broad variety of galaxies.  

 

• The resulting galaxy,  halo radius, galaxy masses and 

velocity dispersion are fully consistent with observations 

for all different types of galaxies. Fermionic WDM 

treated quantum mechanically, as it must be, is able to 

reproduce the observed galactic cores and their sizes. In 

addition, WDM simulations produce the right DM 

structures in agreement with observations for scales > 

kpc. 

 



   WDM + BARYONS 
     

   Baryons have not been included in this study. This is 

fully justified because on one hand dwarf compact 

galaxies are composed today 99.99 % of DM, and on the 

other hand the baryon fraction in large galaxies can 

reach values up to  1 - 3 %.  

    

   Since Fermionic WDM by itself produces galaxies and 

structures in agreement with observations for all types 

of galaxies, masses and sizes, the effect of including 

baryons is expected to be a small correction to these 

pure WDM results, consistent with the fact that dark 

matter is in average six times more abundant than 

baryons. 

 





• Why No Experimental Detection of the 

DM particle has been reached so far ? 

Because: 
• All experimental searches for DM particles are 

dedicated to CDM: wimps of m > 1 GeV, 

• While the DM particle mass is in the keV scale . 

• Moreover, past, present and future reports of signals of 

such CDM experiments cannot be due to DM because 

of the same reason. 

• The inconclusive signals in such experiments should be 

originated by phenomena of other kinds. 

• In addition, such signals contradict each other 

supporting the idea that they are unrelated to any DM 

detection. 





   DARK  MATTER  UPDATE 

• THERE IS NO CUSP/CORE problem: 

• Observed Galaxy profiles are cored. 

• WDM Galaxy density profiles are cored 

 

• THERE IS NO satellite problem 

• WDM abundance of structures agrees with 

observations 

• In addition, these are not fundamental problems. 

NO DM WIMPS, NO DM annhilation,  

NO DM axions 

 

 

 















My Current work in SU
 
 

 -Scaling Laws:  Mass-Size Relations  :  

At different Scales 

 

-Surface Densities: At different scales and in  

Different types of structures 

 

-Universality  (or quasi Universality) features 

 

-dVS Thomas-Fermi-Theory  for Stellar 

Structure Black Holes 

 

-Towards a Theory of Structures  

in the Universe 

               -Star Formation in WDM  

 

 

 









 

FIN… 

 

THE END…. 

 

MUCHISIMAS GRACIAS  

 

por vuestra ATENCION !!! 

 

         MERCI beaucoup pour votre ATTENTION !! 
 

 

THANK YOU very much for your ATTENTION !!  
 

 

 



 
LE TEMPS: CONCEPTS 

 • CAUSALITE, VITESSE MAXIMALE: c. PASSE, PRESENT, FUTURE: CONE DE 
LUMIERE 

 
• IRREVERSIBILITE : LA FLECHE DU TEMPS  

•   
 

• L’UNIVERS évolue DU DESORDRE VERS l’ORDRE (DU CHAOS VERS 
l’STRUCTURATION ): =>  ENTROPY, toujours CROIT  

 
• LA GRAVITATION   ESPACE-TEMPS 

 
• CLASSIQUE   vs  QUANTIQUE  

 
• LE TEMPS est un concept CLASSIQUE  
• EMERGE a partir du QUANTIQUE 

• ORIGIN DU TEMPS 
• VIDE (RIEN) : VIDE QUANTIQUE  (pas de temps)=>  

• EMERGENCE du TEMPS  
 





THE NEW QUANTUM STRUCTURE  
OF THE SPACE-TIME  

• THE CLASSICAL - QUANTUM  DUALITY OF NATURE : 
 

• OG = oP
2 / OQ    ,            LG = lP

2 / LQ   ,   LG = 2GM /c2,     LQ = h /Mc 
 

• THE SPACE TIME  (X, T)  Coordinates as 
• QUANTUM NON COMMUTING OPERATORS :   [ X, T] = 1 

 
 ° THE SPACE-TIME AS a QUANTUM HARMONIC OSCILLATOR : 

 
[X, P ] = i,   2 H =  X2 + P2  =  2 N + 1 ,   [2H , X] = - i P,   [2H, P] = iX 
P = iT :  
[X, T ] = 1,  2 H =  X2 - T2  =  2 N + 1,     [2H , X] =  T,      [2H, T] = X 

 



• (T2 − X2) − 1  ≥ 0 : timelike 

• (X2 − T2) − 1  ≥ 0 : spacelike 

• (T2 − X2) − 1 = 0, null : the "quantum light- cone".  

 

(X2 − T2)n = 2n + 1  
 

(X2 − T2) =  ±[X, T] = ±1,    1 = 2e0,  (n = 0) 

 

• [X, T] = 0 :    X = ±T    the classical light cone.  









• Science is built up with facts,  

• as a house is with stones.  

• But a collection of facts is no more a science  

• than a heap of stones is a house. 

-- Henri Poincaré 

•  La science est construit avec des faits,  

• ainsi comme une maison est construite  

• avec des pierres.  

• Mais une collection de faits n’est pas une 

science, ainsi comme un tas de pierres n’est 

pas une maison. 

  

 



Richard P. Feynman foresaw the necessity to include 

quantum physics in simulations in 1981 
 

“I’m not happy with all the analyses that go with just the 

classical theory, because nature isn’t classical, dammit, and if 

you want to make a simulation of nature, you’d better make it 

quantum mechanical, and by golly it’s a wonderful problem, 

because it doesn’t look so easy.” 

 

Feynman again: 
 

“It doesn’t matter how beautiful your theory is, it doesn’t 

matter how smart you are. If it doesn’t agree with experiment, 

it’s wrong. 

R. P. Feynman” 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH 

FOR YOUR ATTENTION!! 



Large Hadron Collider - LHC-  
The results are completely in line with  

the Standard Model. 

No evidence of SUSY at LHC 
“Supersymmetry may not be dead but these latest 

results have certainly put it into hospital." 

(Prof Chris Parkes, spokesperson for the UK 

Participation in the LHCb experiment) 

Does Not support wimps -CDM- 
(In agreement with all dedicated wimp experiments at 

work from more than 20 years which have not  found any 

wimp’s signal ) “So far researchers who are racing to 

find evidence of so called "new physics", ie non-

standard models, have run into a series of dead ends”. 



  What next for the  LHC? 
 

 

 

 

 

APRIL 2015:  The Large Hadron Collider 

(LHC) has been Et cela 

recommance….restarted after a two-year 

shutdown. Searching  Beyond the Standard 

Model of Particle Physics           

PREDICTIONS : 

NO Dark Matter at LHC 
 NO SUSY at LHC 

 

NO Extra-dimensions at LHC 

 

NO Black Holes at LHC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

LUX  Large Underground Xenon Detector 

30 October 2013 
Dark Matter Experiment Has Detected Nothing, 

Researchers Say Proudly 

 

• They found no sign of  WIMPS signals. 

 beyond the expected background noise.  

• The  experiment did so at far better sensitivities 

than any such experiment before it. 

 

 

 

 



• First dark matter search results from 

Chinese underground lab hosting  

• PandaX-I experiment 

• 30 SEPTEMBER 2014 

    Scientists across China and the United States collaborating on the 

PandaX search for dark matter from an underground  lab in 

southwestern China report results from the first stage of the 

experiment in a new study published in the Beijing-based journal 

Science China Physics, Mechanics & Astronomy.  

• NEGATIVE RESULTS 

• for Wimps  

• China Science Press 

 



• XMASS Recent News:  October 6, 2014 

    A Warm Dark Matter Search Using 

XMASS (Originally published by the University of Tokyo) The 

XMASS collaboration, led by Yoichiro Suzuki at the Kavli IPMU, 

has reported its latest results on the search for warm dark matter. 

Their results rule out the possibility that super-weakly interacting 

massive bosonic particles (bosonic super-WIMPs) This result was 

published in the September 19th issue of the Physical Review 

Letters as an Editors’ Suggestion. 

 

       NEGATIVE RESULTS 

                  for WIMPS 
 

• Construction of XMASSⅠ detector (2010/Feb./25) (C) Kamioka 

Observatory, ICRR (Institute for Cosmic Ray Research), University of 

Tokyo 

 



More Ongoing Experiments... 

 RECENT NEWS 

->October 2015: DAMIC for m < 10 GeV.  

SNOLab Ontario, Canada 

 

->October 2015: DARK-SIDE since 

October 2013 at Gran Sasso, Italy  

   for m=100 GeV 

 

->3 November 2015: DEAP 

 for m = 100 GeV. SNOLab, Canada  


















